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Armstrong Atlantic State University 
Faculty Senate Meeting 
Minutes of October 17, 2011 
Science Center 1407, 3:00 pm 
 
 
I. Call to Order: Senate President LeFavi called the meeting to order at 3:03 pm (see 
Addendum A for attendance roster). 
 
II. Senate Action 
 
A.   Approval of Minutes from September 19, 2011, Faculty Senate Meeting (For 
Senate minutes, see: 
http://www.armstrong.edu/Departments/faculty_senate/senate_minutes). A motion 
was approved to accept the September minutes. 
 
B.   Action items from University Curriculum Committee (For a full list of items, see 
the UCC minutes from October 5, 2011, located on the Senate website: 
http://www.armstrong.edu/Departments/faculty_senate/senate_minutes).  A synopsis 
of the results is as follows: 
 
College of Education item 1 approved. 
 
Department of Childhood and Exceptional Student Education items 1-17 approved 
with an amendment to add the physical education requirement to item 15: Program of 
Study for the Bachelor of Science in Education in Special Education: Cross-
categorical. 
 
Department of Health Science items 3-9 approved with an amendment to item 7, 
listing “HP/FM Majors only” as one of the prerequisites for HSCF 4010. 
 
Department of Physical Therapy items 2-3 approved. 
 
Department of Radiologic Sciences items 1-38 approved with amendments to items 
14 and 21: (1) RADS 4202: Radiation Oncology I, should be listed as RADS 4202: 
Radiation Oncology II; and (2) RADS 3510: Nuclear Medicine Instrumentation 
should be reactivated and modified. 
 
Department of Criminal Justice, Sociology & Political Science items 1-2 and 4-6 
approved. 
 
Department of Economics items deferred to a later date. 
 
Department of Languages, Literature, & Philosophy items 1-3 approved.  
 
Department of Biology items 1-6 approved. 
 
Department of Chemistry and Physics item 1 approved. 
 
Department of Mathematics items 1-4 approved. 
 
C.   Action items from Graduate Affairs Committee (For the complete report, see the 
Senate website for GAC minutes from October 4, 2011: 
http://www.armstrong.edu/Departments/faculty_senate/senate_minutes).  A motion to 
accept the Graduate Affairs Committee report was approved. 
 
D.   Bill from Graduate Affairs Committee on Graduate Assistantship distribution 
(Addendum B).  Dr. Riemann introduced the bill on behalf of the Graduate Assistant 
Task Force. Discussion ensued regarding the nature of graduate assistant distribution, 
the value of graduate assistantships for recruitment, and the use of graduate assistants 
in programs that do not offer graduate degrees.  A motion was approved to correct the 
wording under item 1 to state: “Applications for graduate assistantships would be 
completed…”  The full bill was approved as amended.  
 
E. Constitution and ByLaws Committee Apportionment Changes (Addendum C).  
After Dr. Adams introduced the proposal, a motion was approved to accept the 
apportionment changes specified by the committee.  
 
F. Approval of candidates for graduation (Addendum D).  Following the 
incorporation of changes made to the graduation list from the floor, the Senate 
approved the candidate list provisionally, indicating that it will be necessary to work 
with the Graduate Affairs Committee and Student Success Committee to propose 
additional modifications to the list as per standard procedures for approving 
candidates.  Final approval from the Senate will take place by email.   
 
G. Question on Summer profit-sharing from Psychology.  Dr. Wolfe opened the 
discussion by summarizing a departmental meeting in which summer profit-sharing 
was considered.  Faculty in the Department of Psychology discovered that the 
department head was able to share financial figures derived from summer 2011.  A 
general Senate discussion ensued in which it was determined that university 
departments and colleges already have relevant data on the profitability of the 
summer term.  The Senate indicated its desire for greater budgetary transparency at 
the university.  After lengthy deliberations concerning what type of information 
should be collected, an amended motion was approved, asking Senate President 
LeFavi to create an ad hoc committee of senators to compile data from summer 2010 
and summer 2011 regarding summer school revenues and expenses and distribute this 
compilation to senators for action at the November meeting. 
 
 
  
III.     Senate Information 
 
A. Report on Graduation Bill.  Dr. Mateer explained that the concerns expressed by 
the Senate, which resulted in a bill on graduation and commencement, have been 
adequately met by means of the Senate working with the Commencement 
Committee.  In the future, students will be divided according to their colleges and 
disciplines, and will be encouraged, not required, to line up in alphabetical order.  
 
B. Dr. Lefavi indicated that the Committee on Committees is forwarding a proposal 
on changes to committee duties to the Constitution and ByLaws Committee. 
 
C. Dr. Lefavi noted that the Steering Committee is asking the Research and 
Scholarship Committee to review procedures related to IRB forms and Graduate 
Assistant Requests.  
 
 
III. Announcements 
 
A. Dr. Johnson presented an update from the Educational Technology Committee 
concerning the university’s conversion from Blackboard technology to Desire to 
Learn.  He indicated that an informational email will be sent out shortly.  
 
B. Mr. Davis provided a brief update on the CIO search, explaining that the 
committee is in the process of evaluating candidates and will be presenting 
information about campus visits at a later date. 
 
C.   Dr. LeFavi encouraged senators to attend the October 27, 2011, Campus 
Leadership Informational Meeting, which promises to provide an update on the 
budgetary concerns raised at the August 15, 2011, Senate meeting. 
 
D. Dr. LeFavi explained that faculty concerns about the Faculty Handbook have been 
sent to Dr. Kraft and that he is in the process of incorporating changes based upon the 
feedback he received.  Dr. Lefavi asked faculty to send additional feedback to Dr. 
Kraft. 
 
IV. The meeting was adjourned at 4:31 pm. 
 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Jason Tatlock 
(with assistance from Pamela Sears) 
Addendum A – Senate Roster 
 
Dept. Name Present Alt. Present 
AAED Regina Rahimi  Rona Tyger  
AAED Ed Strauser X Lynn Long  
AAED Ellen Whitford X Lynn Roberts  
AMT Angela Ryczkowski Horne X Randall Reese  
AMT Stephen Primatic  Rachel Green  
AMT Pamela Sears X Deborah Jamieson  
BIO Alex Collier X Sara Gremillion  
BIO Austin Francis X Kathryn Craven  
BIO Scott Mateer X Traci Ness  
CESE Beth Childress X Glenda Ogletree  
CESE Jackie Kim X Barbara Hubbard  
CHEM/PHYS William Baird X Brent Feske  
CHEM/PHYS Suzy Carpenter X Richard Wallace  
CHEM/PHYS Clifford Padgett X Todd Hizer  
CJSPS Ned Rinalducci  Dennis Murphy  
CJSPS Michael Donohue X Alison Hatch  
CSDS Maya Clark X April Garrity  
CSIT Daniel Liang X Frank Katz  
ECON Jason Beck X Yassaman Saadatmand  
ENGR Wayne Johnson X Priya Goeser  
HIST June Hopkins X Chris Hendricks  
HIST Jason Tatlock  Allison Belzer  
HSCI Bob LeFavi X Rod McAdams  
HSCI Bryan Riemann X Alice Adams  
LIB Beth Burnett X Ann Fuller  
LLP Hans-Georg Erney  Monica Rausch X 
LLP Beth Howells X Richard Bryan  
LLP Dorothée Mertz-Weigel X Carol Jamison  
LLP Ana Torres X Edwin Richardson  
MATH Sungkon Chang  Tim Ellis X 
MATH Lorrie Hoffman X Jared Shlieper  
MEDT Charlotte Bates X Floyd Josephat  
NURS Carole Massey X Amber Derksen  
NURS Kathy Morris X Luzviminda Quirimit  
NURS Gina Crabb X   
PHTH AndiBeth Mincer X George Davies  
     
PSYCH Wendy Wolfe X Jane Wong  
     
RADS Laurie Adams X Shaunell McGee  
RESP Christine Moore X Rhonda Bevis  
     
 (Alphabetical Order)    
Ex Officio Laura Barrett    
Ex Officio Keith Betts    
Ex Officio David Carson    
Ex Officio Shelley Conroy X   
Ex Officio Bob Gregerson    
Ex Officio Scott Joyner    
Ex Officio John Kraft    
Ex Officio Marcia Nance    
Ex Officio Anne Thompson    
Ex Officio Patricia Wachcholz    
     
Guest Joyce Bergin X   
Guest Mark Finlay X   
Guest Trish Holt X   
Guest Teresa Winterhalter X   
Guest Delana Nivens X   
     
 
Addendum B – Bill on Graduate Assistant Allocations 
 
Graduate Assistant Allocations 
 
 
Whereas in the present Graduate Assistant distribution structure, no priority is given to the 
graduate programs; 
 
Whereas the Graduate Affairs Committee’s Ad Hoc Committee to investigate the distribution of 
Graduate Assistantships on campus has determined that Graduate Assistantship priority should 
reside with graduate programs; 
 
Whereas the placement of Graduate Assistantships in graduate programs enhances the 
program and recruiting for such program; 
 
Whereas many graduate programs have special needs that cannot be met without graduate 
assistants; 
 
We ask the following processes and policy changes be adopted immediately: 
 
I. Applications for graduate assistantships would be completed by graduate programs 
wishing to have a Graduate Assistant, with a review committee assigned charged 
with ensuring that minimal criteria are met and that the Graduate Assistants are 
used in a manner that advances the educational experience of the student and fulfill 
a role in the scholarship, teaching or service missions of the university. 
II. Accomplishment reports would be filed by faculty awarded Graduate Assistantships for 
the review committee to evaluate at the end of each academic year prior to 
renewing the Graduate Assistantship for a subsequent year. Members of the review 
committee should have graduate faculty status. After the Graduate Assistantship 
needs of the graduate programs are met, a list of others faculty (faculty not with 
graduate programs) who are awarded graduate assistantships should be circulated 
to all graduate program coordinators so qualified candidates can be identified in a 
timely manner, thereby also allowing these assistantships to be used as incentives 
for recruiting quality graduate students. 
III. Efforts should be made by persons with the necessary authority to increase the number 
of Graduate Assistantships available to academic faculty (e.g., compare the number 
academic program Graduate Assistants with those in Student Affairs). 
IV. The procedure and policies in which tuition waivers are awarded through the Graduate 
Admission Office should be thoroughly reviewed and adjustments made to better 
utilize these waivers for student recruitment. Awarding waivers for a limited time 
for a particular student (i.e., four semesters) and instituting a process to ensure 
equity across each of the graduate programs is requested. 
Addendum C – Constitution and Bylaws Committee Minutes (with original appendices) 
 
Constitution and Bylaws Committee 
Meeting Minutes of Monday, October 3, 2011 
Radiologic Sciences Conference Room 
 
I. Call to Order 
The meeting was called to order at 2:33pm. 
Present: Laurie Adams, Suzy Carpenter, and Beth Howells 
 
II. Examination of 2012-2013 Apportionment of Senate 
The committee examined the proposed apportionment developed by Laurie Adams based on the 
September 15
th
 snapshot of the faculty provided by Phyllis Panhorst of the Voting Members of the 
Faculty as defined in Article I, Section C of the Senate Constitution.  Her calculations were determined 
using the Huntington-Hill apportionment method (see attached Appendix A) as required by the Senate 
Bylaws in Article III Section B and C.  Due to the loss of the Dental Hygiene Department, the current 
senate has only 39 senators. 
III. Recommendation for 2012-2013 Realignment of the Senate 
As indicated in the attached Appendix B, the committee recommends the following changes in order to 
reapportion the senate back to 40 senators next year: 
• The Department of Adolescent and Adult Education will need to determine which senator will step 
down next year. 
• Nursing will need to vote for two senators this spring: one to replace a third-term senator and one 
new senator. 
• Math will elect one new senator.   
• The additional loss was offset by the elimination of Dental Hygiene.  
 
IV. Adjournment 
The meeting was adjourned at 2:53 pm. 
Respectfully submitted,  
Beth Howell 
 Appendix A 
Huntington-Hill Apportionment Method 
 
On September 15, 2009 there were 269 voting members of the faculty.  To apportion the 40 senators 
among the 23 departments it would seem reasonable to follow the following formula for each 
department. 
  i
i departmentforsenatorsofnumberfacultyofnumbertotal
departmentinfacultyofnumber
=40*  
     Equation 1 
 
For example, since the department of PSYC has 8 faculty members, they should have 
189.140*
269
8
=  senators.  Obviously, we would round this down to 1 senator. 
 
Typically, the value 2.49 would round down to two and the value 2.50 would round up to three.  The 
Huntington-Hill method does not use the value of 0.5 to decide if we round up or down.  With the 
Huntington-Hill method, whether we round up or down is determined by the value of  
 
)1( +nn   
    Equation 2 
 
where n  and  n+1  are the integers we would round down to or up to.   
 
For example:  When a value is between 2 and 3, we first calculate 4495.26)3)(2( ≈= .  So a value 
of 2.449 will round down to two, while a value of 2.45 will round up to three. 
 
Another example: When a value is between 3 and 4, we need to find 464.212)4)(3( ≈= indicating 
that a value will round up as long as it is greater than or equal to the square root of 12.  
 
 
Once the number of senators for each department is determined using Equation 1 along with rounding 
according to Equation 2, the number of senators is added up. Since we are rounding values up to the 
next integer more frequently than usual, the total number of senators may exceed the total number 
allowed.  This is what happened when the original allocation was established as shown below.  
 
    
SENATOR 
APPORTIONMENT 
 
 
Number 
of voting 
faculty 
 From Equation 1 Number of Senators  
AMT 19  2.825279 3  
BIOL 20  2.973978 3  
CHEM/PHYS 16  2.379182 2  
CJPS 11  1.635688 2  
CSDS 3  0.446097 0  
DHYG 5  0.743494 1  
ECE 14  2.081784 2  
ECON 5  0.743494 1  
HIST 15  2.230483 2  
HPED 5  0.743494 1  
HSCI 12  1.784387 2  
ICE 16  2.379182 2  
LIBR 10  1.486989 2  
LLP 30  4.460967 4  
MATH 18  2.67658 3  
MEDT 4  0.594796 1  
MGSE 10  1.486989 2  
NURS 25  3.717472 4  
PHTH 7  1.040892 1  
PSYC 8  1.189591 1  
RADS 9  1.33829 1  
RESP  3  0.446097 1  
SPED 4  0.594796 1  
total 269   42  
      
total plus ? 269     
   
CSDS will not get a representative 
next year. 
  
 
In order to reduce the total number of senators from 42 to 40, the Huntington Hill method requires the 
total number of voting faculty to be increased by increments of one until the number of senators drops 
to 40.  This will happen when the total number of voting faculty is raised to 283, which will provide the 
apportionment shown below.  This is the apportionment we submitted to the Faculty Senate at the 
November Meeting. 
      
    
SENATOR 
APPORTIONMENT 
 
 
Number 
of 
voting 
faculty 
 From Equation 1 Number of Senators  
AMT 19  2.685512 3  
BIOL 20  2.826855 3  
CHEM/PHYS 16  2.261484 2  
CJPS 11  1.55477 2  
CSDS 3  0.424028 0  
DHYG 5  0.706714 1  
ECE 14  1.978799 2  
ECON 5  0.706714 1  
HIST 15  2.120141 2  
HPED 5  0.706714 1  
HSCI 12  1.696113 2  
ICE 16  2.261484 2  
LIBR 10  1.413428 1  
LLP 30  4.240283 4  
MATH 18  2.54417 3  
MEDT 4  0.565371 1  
MGSE 10  1.413428 1  
NURS 25  3.533569 4  
PHTH 7  0.989399 1  
PSYC 8  1.130742 1  
RADS 9  1.272085 1  
RESP  3  0.424028 1  
SPED 4  0.565371 1  
total 269   40  
      
total plus? 283     
   
CSDS will not get a 
representative next year. 
  
 
Respectfully,  
Greg Knofczynski 
Chair of the Constitution and Bylaws Committee 
Appendix B 
Proposed Apportionment of Senate 2012-2013 
10/3/11 
 
Department  # of Faculty  # of Senators 
AAED   16   2 (loss of 1 from 2011-2012)   
CEED   18   2 
CSDS   3   1 
HSCI   12   2 
MEDT   5   1 
NURS   27   4 (gain of 1 from 2011-2012) 
PHTH   7   1 
RADS   10   1 
RESP   3   1 
AMT   20   3 
CJSPS   15   2 
ECON   5   1 
HIST   16   2 
LLP   33   4 
BIOL   24   3 
CHEM/PHYS  19   3 
CSIT   9   1 
ENGR   4   1 
MATH   19   3 (gain of 1 from 2011-2012) 
PSYC   8   1 
LIBR   10   1 
Total   283   40 
 
The additional loss was offset by the elimination of Dental Hygiene.  The current senate has only 39 
senators. 
 
 
Addendum D – List of Candidates for Graduation Considered at Senate Meeting 
 
 
Holt                          Richard                       
Richard Michael Holt, 
Jr.           
Associate of 
Applied Science   Criminal Justice              
Bellamy                       Shonda                        
Shonda Shaquasia 
Bellamy            Associate of Arts             
Cobb                          Glenda                        
Glenda Michele 
Watson Cobb          Associate of Arts         
Gosyne                        Kimberly                      Kimberly Smith Gosyne              Associate of Arts             
Griffis                       Jordan                        Jordan Marie Griffis               Associate of Arts             
Henderson                     Kelly                      Kelly O'shin Henderson             Associate of Arts             
Humphries                     Jasmine                       
Jasmine Demetria 
Humphries          Associate of Arts             
Jenkins                       Joseph                        Joseph L. Jenkins                  Associate of Arts             
Kennedy                       Shlayia                       Shlayia Sade Kennedy               Associate of Arts             
Lane                          Antonio                       Antonio D. Lane, Sr.               Associate of Arts             
Lemon                         Sean                          Sean C. Lemon                      Associate of Arts             
Lowe                          Victoria                      Victoria Anne Lowe                 Associate of Arts             
Pace                          Anna                          
Anna Elizabeth Pace 
Deem            Associate of Arts             
Peggins                       Reginald                      Reginald Peggins                   Associate of Arts             
Pounds                        Gennitha                      
Gennitha Marie 
Jackson Pounds       Associate of Arts             
Shelor                        Caitlin                       Caitlin Marie Shelor               Associate of Arts             
Stewart                       Jonathan                      Jonathan A. Stewart                Associate of Arts             
Stewart                       Teresa                        Teresa E. Stewart                  Associate of Arts             
Szlachta                      Marisa                        Marisa Marie Szlachta              Associate of Arts             
Williams                      Karamchand                    
Karamchand Jesse 
Williams           Associate of Arts             
Young                         Jenna                         Jenna L. Young                     Associate of Arts             
Ouattara                      Cheick                        
Cheick A. Moumini 
Ouattara          
Associate of 
Science            
Blackwell                     Lauren                        
Lauren Elizabeth 
Blackwell          Bachelor of Arts              Chemistry                     
Blanton                       Hampton                       Hampton Blanton                    Bachelor of Arts              Chemistry                    
Ladson                        Gus                           Gus Crockett Ladson                Bachelor of Arts              Chemistry                     
Tran                          Quang                         Quang Tran                         Bachelor of Arts              Chemistry                     
Array Pareja                  Rafael                        Rafael Array Pareja                Bachelor of Arts              Economics    
Behm                          Collin                        Collin Augustus Behm               Bachelor of Arts              Economics    
Gay                           Jonathan                      Jonathan Michael Gay               Bachelor of Arts              Economics    
Johnson                       Melvin                        Melvin D. Johnson, Jr.             Bachelor of Arts              Economics    
Josselyn                      Andrew                        Andrew David Josselyn              Bachelor of Arts             Economics    
Lanthier                      Alfred                        Alfred Trapier Lanthier            Bachelor of Arts              Economics    
Minichbauer                   Jan                           Jan Minichbauer                    Bachelor of Arts              Economics    
Page                          Andrew                        Andrew Page                        Bachelor of Arts              Economics    
Ruiz                          Martin                        Martin E. Ruiz                     Bachelor of Arts              Economics    
Araujo                        Rebecca                       
Rebecca Michelle 
Araujo             Bachelor of Arts              English                       
Archangel          Erica                         Eica Queen Archangel               Bachelor of Arts              English                       
Axtell                        James                         James C. Axtell                    Bachelor of Arts              English                       
Callaway                      Amy                           Amy Nicole Callaway                Bachelor of Arts              English                       
Coleman                       Dashiell                      
Dashiell Bradley 
Coleman            Bachelor of Arts              English                       
Dixon                         Evan                          Evan T. Dixon                      Bachelor of Arts              English                       
Jackson                       Kendall                       Kendall J. Jackson                 Bachelor of Arts              English                       
Kibler                        Stephanie                     
Stephanie Lorraine 
Kibler           Bachelor of Arts              English                       
Kramer                        Eric                         Eric Foster Kramer                 Bachelor of Arts              English                       
Redding                       Brittany                      Brittany Nicole Redding            Bachelor of Arts              English                       
Rogers                        Michael                       Michael Stuart Rogers              Bachelor of Arts              English                       
Rountree                      David                         
David Charles Rountree 
II         Bachelor of Arts              English                       
Sullivan                      Lauren                        Lauren Ashley Sullivan             Bachelor of Arts              English                       
Thrasher                      Meagan                        
Meagan Elizabeth 
Thrasher           Bachelor of Arts              English                       
Cheadle                       Allison                       Allison Megan Cheadle              Bachelor of Arts              
Gender and 
Women Studies      
Chabot                        Julianna                      
Julianna Margaret 
Chabot            Bachelor of Arts              History                       
Chandler                      Meagan                        
Meagan Genevieve 
Edwards Chandler   Bachelor of Arts              History                       
Durden                        Mary                          Mary Ashley Durden                 Bachelor of Arts              History                       
Holt                          Jeffrey                       Jeffrey Dustin Holt                Bachelor of Arts              History                       
Kerr                          Bryan                         Bryan Nicholas Kerr                Bachelor of Arts              History                       
Thacker                       Chasidy                       Chasidy Renee Thacker              Bachelor of Arts              History                       
Wichers                       Shannon                       
Shannon Elizabeth 
Wichers           Bachelor of Arts             History                       
Willis                        Derek                         Derek Wade Willis                  Bachelor of Arts              History                       
Bishop                        Daniel                        Daniel Alan Bishop                 Bachelor of Arts              Law and Society               
Crispell                      Dwayne                        
Dwayne Steven 
Crispell, Jr.         Bachelor of Arts              Law and Society            
Neville                       Richard                       
Richard Benjamin 
Neville            Bachelor of Arts              Law and Society               
Rundle                        Justin                        Justin William Rundle       Bachelor of Arts              Law and Society               
Brannen                       Timothy                       Timothy A. Brannen                 Bachelor of Arts              Political Science             
Cochran                 Marcus                        Marcus Daniel Cochran              Bachelor of Arts              Political Science             
Curran                        Bradley                       Bradley Huston Curran              Bachelor of Arts              Political Science             
Helmey                        Philip                        Philip Michael Helmey              Bachelor of Arts              Political Science             
Key                           Michael               Michael Key                        Bachelor of Arts              Political Science             
Kussman                       Jennifer                      Jennifer Eden Kussman              Bachelor of Arts              Political Science             
Mulvihill                     Megan                         Megan Marie Mulvihill              Bachelor of Arts              Political Science             
Sheppard                      Kristy                        Kristy LeAnn Sheppard              Bachelor of Arts              Political Science             
Snyder                        John                          John Keenan Snyder                 Bachelor of Arts              Political Science             
Anderson                      Alyssa                        Alyssa S. Anderson                 Bachelor of Arts              Psychology                    
Benford                       Teraneka                      
Teraneka Catrice 
Benford            Bachelor of Arts              Psychology                    
Franklin                      JoAnne                        JoAnne Franklin                    Bachelor of Arts              Psychology                    
Hoetger                       Cosima                        Cosima Hoetger                     Bachelor of Arts              Psychology                    
Kilgore                       Lillian                       Lillian Lawrence Kilgore           Bachelor of Arts              Psychology                    
Kinzie                        Amanda                        Amanda Jacintha Kinzie             Bachelor of Arts              Psychology                    
Malphus                       Melanie                       
Melanie Suzanne 
Annecchini          Bachelor of Arts              Psychology                    
Salazar                       Tiffany                       Tiffany Marie Salazar              Bachelor of Arts              Psychology                    
Varner                        Kimberly                      Kimberly Anne Varner               Bachelor of Arts              Psychology                    
Delgado                       Nanci                         Nanci Delgado                      Bachelor of Arts              Spanish                       
Hurley                        Cynthia                       Cynthia Natalie Hurley             Bachelor of Arts              Spanish                       
Medina                        Daniel                        Daniel Ibrajim Medina              Bachelor of Arts              Spanish                       
Snider                        Allison                       Allison Paige Snider               Bachelor of Arts              Spanish                       
Carr                          Ashton                        
Ashton Alicia Lenise 
Carr           Bachelor of Arts              Theatre                       
Boland                        Jeannine                      Jeannine Eliane Boland             
Bachelor of Fine 
Arts          Visual Arts                   
Johnson                       Andrea                        
Andrea LaChae 
Johnson               
Bachelor of Fine 
Arts          Visual Arts                   
Marshall                      Marcus                        Marcus D. Marshall                 
Bachelor of Fine 
Arts          Visual Arts                   
Allen                         Frederick                     
Frederick Cornelius 
Allen           
Bachelor of Health 
Science      
Amponsah                      Richard                       
Richard Owusu 
Amponsah              
Bachelor of Health 
Science      
Dinh                          Teresa                        Teresa Dinh                        
Bachelor of Health 
Science      
Fox                           Heather                       Heather Renea Fox                  
Bachelor of Health 
Science      
George                        Carrie                        Carrie Marie George                
Bachelor of Health 
Science      
Hendrix                       Jamie                         Jamie Lea Hendrix                  
Bachelor of Health 
Science      
Hubacher                      Amanda                        
Amanda Leigh 
Hubacher               
Bachelor of Health 
Science      
Ivory                         Joh-Nika                      Joh-Nika Sharika Ivory             
Bachelor of Health 
Science      
Johnson                       Ta'Kara                       Ta'Kara Ciara Johnson              
Bachelor of Health 
Science      
Johnson                       Tammy                         Tammy Jo Johnson                   
Bachelor of Health 
Science      
Kicklighter                   Brittany                      
Brittany Kaye 
Kicklighter           
Bachelor of Health 
Science      
Lorimer                       Sarah                         Sarah Anne Lorimer                 
Bachelor of Health 
Science      
Mathis                        Jennifer                    
Jennifer Monique 
Mathis             
Bachelor of Health 
Science      
McGowan                       Micah                        
Micah Suzanne 
McGowan               
Bachelor of Health 
Science      
Miller                        Lisa                          Lisa M. Miller                     
Bachelor of Health 
Science      
Mitchell                      Tracey                        
Tracey Michelle 
Mitchell            
Bachelor of Health 
Science      
Morgan                        Sarah                         Sarah L Morgan                     
Bachelor of Health 
Science      
Riseden                       Kelli                         Kelli Riseden Lemieux              
Bachelor of Health 
Science      
Rowell                        Molly                         Molly Neche' Rowell                
Bachelor of Health 
Science      
Scott                         Andre                         Andre' Maurice Scott               
Bachelor of Health 
Science      
Shaw                          Khalilah                      Khalilah Juwan Shaw                
Bachelor of Health 
Science      
Singleton                     Crystal                       Crystal N. Singleton               
Bachelor of Health 
Science      
Stanley                      Matthew                       
Matthew Kellen 
Stanley              
Bachelor of Health 
Science      
Walls                         Amantha                       Amantha M. Walls                   
Bachelor of Health 
Science      
Weaver                 Amy                           Amy Renee' Weaver                  
Bachelor of Health 
Science      
Webster                       Shondreka                     
Shondreka Nashae 
Webster            
Bachelor of Health 
Science      
White                         Benjamin                      Benjamin R. White                  
Bachelor of Health 
Science      
Williams                      Joe                         Joe Esau Williams                  
Bachelor of Health 
Science      
Worsley                       Robert                        
Robert Benjamin 
Worsley             
Bachelor of Health 
Science      
Beba                          Eric                          Eric Christian Beba                
Bachelor of 
Information 
Technology  
Chiossoni                     Fernando                      
Fernando Javier 
Chiossoni           
Bachelor of 
Information 
Technology  
Edwards                       Ronald                        Ronald Walker Edwards              
Bachelor of 
Information 
Technology  
Gilliland                     Eric                          Eric David Gilliland               
Bachelor of 
Information 
Technology  
Hinze                         Jennifer                      Jennifer M. Hinze                  
Bachelor of 
Information 
Technology  
Luu                           Thom                          Thom Q. Luu                        
Bachelor of 
Information 
Technology  
Pfeifle                       Michael                       Michael Pfeifle                    
Bachelor of 
Information 
Technology  
Salem                         Wisam                         Wisam Salah Salem                  
Bachelor of 
Information 
Technology  
Tovar                         Gustavo                       Gustavo Tovar                      
Bachelor of 
Information 
Technology  
Bennett                       Kyla                          Kyla Lee Bennett                   
Bachelor of Liberal 
Studies     
Boles                         Courteney                     
Courteney Alexandria 
Boles          
Bachelor of Liberal 
Studies     
Bush                          Teresa                        Teresa Renee Bush                  
Bachelor of Liberal 
Studies     
Carmichael                    Tristin                       
Tristin Ralpheal 
Carmichael         
Bachelor of Liberal 
Studies     
Cary                          Howard                        Howard Dee Cary III                
Bachelor of Liberal 
Studies     
Deal                          Kathleen                   Kathleen Elizabeth Deal            
Bachelor of Liberal 
Studies     
English                       William                       
William Harrison 
English            
Bachelor of Liberal 
Studies     
Hall                          Jess                          Jess Eugene Hall                   
Bachelor of Liberal 
Studies     
Head                          Mamie                         Mamie Head                         
Bachelor of Liberal 
Studies     
Heaton                        Tamara                        Tamara Gaye Martin                 
Bachelor of Liberal 
Studies     
Heino                         Charles                       Charles Edward Heino               
Bachelor of Liberal 
Studies     
Hodge                         Charles                       Charles Frederick Bachelor of Liberal  
Hodge             Studies    
Hodges                        Damita                        
Damita Hodges 
Mitchell              
Bachelor of Liberal 
Studies     
Hullett                       Joshua                        Joshua Michael Hullett             
Bachelor of Liberal 
Studies     
Hurst                         Thomas                        Thomas Robert Hurst III            
Bachelor of Liberal 
Studies     
Lamb                        Kevin                         Kevin Thomas Lamb                  
Bachelor of Liberal 
Studies     
Lawson                        Deborah                       Deborah Marie Lawson               
Bachelor of Liberal 
Studies     
Lowman                Felicia                       
Felicia Michelle 
Lowman             
Bachelor of Liberal 
Studies     
Manor                         Sonia                         Sonia Smalls Manor                 
Bachelor of Liberal 
Studies     
McLin                         Tifani                        Tifani Marie McLin                 
Bachelor of Liberal 
Studies     
Meimin                        Nicole                        Nicole Meimin Meimin               
Bachelor of Liberal 
Studies     
Morphis                       Amanda                        
Amanda Nicole 
Morphis               
Bachelor of Liberal 
Studies     
Negrea                        Dragosh                       Dragosh Ovidiu Negrea              
Bachelor of Liberal 
Studies     
Neher                         Elissa                        Elissa Nicole Neher                
Bachelor of Liberal 
Studies     
Oesterheld                    Frank                         Frank A. Oesterheld                
Bachelor of Liberal 
Studies     
Perez                         Monica                        
Monica Lizzette 
Cardenas            
Bachelor of Liberal 
Studies     
Rackston                      Alexandria                    
Alexandria P. B. 
Rackston           
Bachelor of Liberal 
Studies     
Sheridan                      Emily                         Emily Anne Sheridan                
Bachelor of Liberal 
Studies     
Sprouse                       Robert                        Robert E. Sprouse                  
Bachelor of Liberal 
Studies     
Thomas                        Jamilia                       Jamilia Shonta' Thomas             
Bachelor of Liberal 
Studies     
Wells                         Desmond                       
Desmond Maurice 
Wells               
Bachelor of Liberal 
Studies     
Wells                         TaShawnta                     
TaShawnta Kutee' 
Wells              
Bachelor of Liberal 
Studies     
Wilhelm                       Nicholas                      
Nicholas Matthew 
Wilhelm            
Bachelor of Liberal 
Studies     
Williams                      Angela                        Angela Denise Williams             
Bachelor of Liberal 
Studies     
Wilson                        Emory                         Emory Justin Wilson                
Bachelor of Music 
Education     
Curtis                        Dujon                         Dujon Andre Curtis                 Bachelor of Science Psychology  
Hickman                       Tatyana                       Tatyana L. Hickman             Bachelor of Science Psychology  
Peck                          Kimberly                      Kimberly Peck                      Bachelor of Science Psychology  
Putnam                        Mark                          Mark Putnam                        Bachelor of Science Psychology  
Edwards                       Kallie                        Kallie Edwards                     Bachelor of Science           Art Education                 
Reddick                       Carlin                        Carlin Ann Reddick                 Bachelor of Science           Art Education                 
Baran                         Michael                       Michael Joseph Baran               Bachelor of Science           Biology                       
Browne                        Laura                         
Laura McCandless 
Browne             Bachelor of Science           Biology                       
Burns                         Keturah                       Keturah Louise Burns               Bachelor of Science           Biology                       
Chung-A-On                    Morgan                        
Morgan Amanda 
Chung-A-On            Bachelor of Science           Biology                       
Clark                         Amber                         Amber E. Clark                     Bachelor of Science           Biology                       
Colwell                       Justin                        Justin David Colwell               Bachelor of Science           Biology                       
Croskey                       Faith                         Faith N. Croskey                   Bachelor of Science           Biology                       
Edwards                       Latara                        Latara Janae Edwards               Bachelor of Science           Biology                       
Hall                          Catherine                     Catherine H. Hall                  Bachelor of Science           Biology                       
Karr                          Meagan                        Meagan Marie Karr                  Bachelor of Science           Biology                       
Muldrow                       Robin                         Robin Muldrow                      Bachelor of Science           Biology                       
Neal                          Nicole                        Nicole Alexandria Neal             Bachelor of Science           Biology                       
Patel                         Harsh                         
Harsh Prathamesh 
Patel              Bachelor of Science           Biology                       
Patel                         Neha                          Neha Patel                          Bachelor of Science           Biology                       
Pokorski                      Janelle                       Janelle Pokorski                   Bachelor of Science           Biology                       
Poudel                        Srijana                       Srijana Poudel                     Bachelor of Science           Biology                       
Rodriguez                     Sara                        Sara C. Rodriguez                  Bachelor of Science           Biology                       
Shoemake                      Sarah                        Sarah Parker Shoemake              Bachelor of Science           Biology                       
Smoak                         Hunter                        Hunter Holt Smoak                  Bachelor of Science           Biology                       
Gillins                       Lauren                        Lauren Elizabeth Gillins           Bachelor of Science           Chemistry                     
Hicks                         Ashley                        Ashley A. Hicks                    Bachelor of Science           Chemistry                     
Johnson                       Rebecca                       
Rebecca Nicole 
Johnson              Bachelor of Science           Chemistry                     
Murray                        Charles                       Charles Gray Murray                Bachelor of Science           Chemistry                     
Nowill                     Randall                       Randall William Nowill             Bachelor of Science           Chemistry                     
Allen                         Lindsey                       Lindsey A. Allen                   Bachelor of Science     
Communication 
Sciences and 
Disorders  
Budd                          Brendyce                      Brendyce Monae Budd                Bachelor of Science           
Communication 
Sciences and 
Disorders  
Gillette                      Karie                         Karie Lee Gillette                 Bachelor of Science           
Communication 
Sciences and 
Disorders  
Jackson                       Austin                        
Austin Cameron 
Jackson              Bachelor of Science           
Communication 
Sciences and 
Disorders  
McCune                        Jessica                       Jessica Nicole McCune              Bachelor of Science           
Communication 
Sciences and 
Disorders  
Saulsberry                    Shannon            
Shannon Latrell 
Saulsberry          Bachelor of Science           
Communication 
Sciences and 
Disorders  
Allen                         Robyn                         Robyn Leigh Allen                  Bachelor of Science           
Computer 
Science               
Bhagwandin                    Christopher                   
Christopher Alexander 
Bhagwandin    Bachelor of Science           
Computer 
Science               
DeGatis                       John                          John Joseph DeGatis IV             Bachelor of Science           
Computer 
Science               
Edwards                       Shirley                       Shirley Edwards                    Bachelor of Science           
Computer 
Science               
Green                         Mark                          Mark Spalding Green                Bachelor of Science           
Computer 
Science               
Long                          Samuel                        Samuel Nathan Long                 Bachelor of Science           
Computer 
Science               
Lucas                         Armando                       Armando N. Lucas                   Bachelor of Science           
Computer 
Science               
Lucento                       Michael                       
Michael Anthony 
Lucento             Bachelor of Science           
Computer 
Science               
Murrell                       Elizabeth                     
Elizabeth Terese 
Murrell            Bachelor of Science           
Computer 
Science               
Shuff                         Travis                        Travis A. Shuff                    Bachelor of Science           
Computer 
Science               
Strieber                      Trevor                        Trevor J. Strieber                 Bachelor of Science           
Computer 
Science               
Willett                       Kevin                         Kevin Michael Willett              Bachelor of Science           
Computer 
Science               
Amirkhanyan                   Arpine                        Arpine Amirkhanyan                 Bachelor of Science           Criminal Justice              
Baldwin                       Alonzo                        Alonzo Baldwin                     Bachelor of Science           Criminal Justice              
Brown                         Shayla                        Shayla Valentine Brown             Bachelor of Science           Criminal Justice              
Crawford                   Jordan                        
Jordan Randall 
Crawford             Bachelor of Science           Criminal Justice              
Drummond                      Brittany                      
Brittany Renee 
Drummond             Bachelor of Science     Criminal Justice              
Elkins                        Dana                          Dana Elkins                         Bachelor of Science           Criminal Justice              
Gordon                        Mark                     Mark E. Gordon                     Bachelor of Science           Criminal Justice              
Grant                         Jessica                       
Jessica Brenda Lynn 
Grant           Bachelor of Science           Criminal Justice      
Hall                          Dorothy                       Dorothy Jasmine Hall               Bachelor of Science           Criminal Justice              
Hodge                         Christina                     Christina Marie Hodge              Bachelor of Science           Criminal Justice              
Hunter                        Marinee                       Marinee Lynn Hunter                Bachelor of Science           Criminal Justice              
Keller                        Nena                          Nena LaChelle Keller               Bachelor of Science           Criminal Justice              
Morgan                        Justin                        Justin Ian Morgan                  Bachelor of Science           Criminal Justice              
Nihiser                       Brent                         Brent Alan Nihiser                 Bachelor of Science           Criminal Justice              
Oldham                        David                         David Kermit Oldham                Bachelor of Science           Criminal Justice              
Powell                        Lauren                        Lauren Powell                      Bachelor of Science           Criminal Justice              
Sheppard                      Kristy                        Kristy Sheppard                    Bachelor of Science           Criminal Justice              
Tucker                        Frank                         Frank Josey Tucker                 Bachelor of Science           Criminal Justice              
Williams                      Andrew                        
Andrew Lee Williams, 
Jr.         Bachelor of Science           Criminal Justice              
Wright                        Kenneth                       Kenneth B. Wright                  Bachelor of Science           Criminal Justice              
Bryan                         Miriam                        Miriam Laverne Bryan               Bachelor of Science           
Mathematical 
Sciences          
Cooper                        Samantha                      Samantha Jean Cooper               Bachelor of Science           
Mathematical 
Sciences          
Hicks                         Lisa                          Lisa Marie Hicks                   Bachelor of Science           
Mathematical 
Sciences          
Lauretti                      Louise                        Louise Vaughn Lauretti             Bachelor of Science           
Mathematical 
Sciences          
Lee                           Keenan                        Keenan X. Lee                      Bachelor of Science           
Mathematical 
Sciences          
Young                         Boyce                         Boyce L. Young                     Bachelor of Science           
Mathematical 
Sciences          
Anyiwo                        Chinonso                      
Chinonso Jonathan 
Anyiwo            Bachelor of Science           
Rehabilitation 
Sciences        
Brown                         Marcus                        Marcus R. Brown                    Bachelor of Science           
Rehabilitation 
Sciences        
Connor                        Jacqueline                    Jacqueline R. Connor               Bachelor of Science           
Rehabilitation 
Sciences        
Crawley                       Clinton                       Clinton Wesley Crawley             Bachelor of Science           
Rehabilitation 
Sciences        
Gaydos                        Jessica                       Jessica A. Gaydos                  Bachelor of Science           
Rehabilitation 
Sciences        
Goolsby                       Victoria                      Victoria L. Goolsby                Bachelor of Science          
Rehabilitation 
Sciences        
Griffin                       Michael                       
Michael Anthony 
Griffin             Bachelor of Science           
Rehabilitation 
Sciences        
Headrick                      Jessica                       Jessica Paige Headrick             Bachelor of Science           
Rehabilitation 
Sciences        
Hughes                        Casey                         Casey Glenn Hughes                 Bachelor of Science           
Rehabilitation 
Sciences        
Malte                         Alisa                         Alisa Dawn Malte                   Bachelor of Science           
Rehabilitation 
Sciences        
McCreary                      Amber                         
Amber Nicole 
McCreary               Bachelor of Science           
Rehabilitation 
Sciences        
Sandnes                       Tracey                        Tracey Ann Sandnes                 Bachelor of Science           Rehabilitation 
Sciences        
Sullivan                Alise                         Alise Michelle Sullivan            Bachelor of Science           
Rehabilitation 
Sciences        
Van 
Scherpenseel              Paul                          
Paul Joseph van 
Scherpenseel        Bachelor of Science           
Rehabilitation 
Sciences        
Workinger                     Dustin                        Dustin L. Workinger                Bachelor of Science           
Rehabilitation 
Sciences        
Reid                          Maria                         Maria S. Reid                      Bachelor of Science           
Respiratory 
Therapy            
Addis                         Sarah                         Sarah E. Addis                     
Bachelor of Science 
in Education  
Early Childhood 
Education      
Askew                         Sarah                         Sarah Renee Askew                  
Bachelor of Science 
in Education  
Early Childhood 
Education      
Brack                         Mallory                       Mallory Ann Brack                  
Bachelor of Science 
in Education  
Early Childhood 
Education      
Chastain                      Isma                          Isma Chastain                      
Bachelor of Science 
in Education  
Early Childhood 
Education      
Corbitt                       Morgan                        Morgan Adele Corbitt               
Bachelor of Science 
in Education  
Early Childhood 
Education      
Cupstid                       Katie                         Katie Ann Cupstid                 
Bachelor of Science 
in Education  
Early Childhood 
Education      
Currier                       Tarah                         Tarah Joy Currier                  
Bachelor of Science 
in Education  
Early Childhood 
Education      
Davis                   Janet                         Janet Marie Davis                  
Bachelor of Science 
in Education  
Early Childhood 
Education      
Davis                         Krissie                       Krissie L. Davis                   
Bachelor of Science 
in Education  
Early Childhood 
Education      
Dial                          Staci                         Staci H. Dial                       
Bachelor of Science 
in Education  
Early Childhood 
Education      
Dudley                        Deidre                        Deidre Annissa Dudley              
Bachelor of Science 
in Education  
Early Childhood 
Education      
Erbele                        Virginia                      Virginia Cooper Erbele             
Bachelor of Science 
in Education  
Early Childhood 
Education      
Gunn                          Brittany                      Brittany Renee Gunn                
Bachelor of Science 
in Education  
Early Childhood 
Education      
Hayes                         Courtney                      Courtney Bell Hayes                
Bachelor of Science 
in Education  
Early Childhood 
Education      
Holloway                      Deborah                       Deborah Faye Holloway              
Bachelor of Science 
in Education  
Early Childhood 
Education      
Hupperich                     Kelly                       Kelly Margot Hupperich             
Bachelor of Science 
in Education  
Early Childhood 
Education      
Johnson                       Valerie                       
Valerie Franconia 
Johnson           
Bachelor of Science 
in Education  
Early Childhood 
Education      
Kelly                         April                         April Amanda Kelly                 
Bachelor of Science 
in Education  
Early Childhood 
Education      
Lamb                          Amber                         Amber Lamb                         
Bachelor of Science 
in Education  
Early Childhood 
Education      
Lee                           Djifa                         Djifa J. Lee                        
Bachelor of Science 
in Education  
Early Childhood 
Education      
Nowill                        Hannah                        Hannah Grace Nowill                
Bachelor of Science 
in Education  
Early Childhood 
Education      
Pearce                        Haley                         Haley Pearce Dent                  
Bachelor of Science 
in Education  
Early Childhood 
Education      
Peeples                       Erica                         Erica Danielle Peeples             
Bachelor of Science 
in Education  
Early Childhood 
Education      
Sanders                       Taimara                       
Taimara Shawnetria 
Sanders          
Bachelor of Science 
in Education  
Early Childhood 
Education      
Saxon                         Alina                         Alina Y. Saxon                     
Bachelor of Science 
in Education  
Early Childhood 
Education      
Stevens                       Matthew                       
Matthew George 
Stevens              
Bachelor of Science 
in Education  
Early Childhood 
Education      
Talbott                       Kathryn                       Kathryn Marie Talbott              
Bachelor of Science 
in Education  
Early Childhood 
Education      
Thomas                        Heather                       
Heather Suzann 
Thomas               
Bachelor of Science 
in Education  
Early Childhood 
Education      
Thomas                        Hope                          Hope Whaley Thomas                 
Bachelor of Science 
in Education  
Early Childhood 
Education      
Thompson                      Kayla                       
Kayla Ashleigh 
Thompson             
Bachelor of Science 
in Education  
Early Childhood 
Education      
Threadgill                    Anna                          
Anna Katherine 
Threadgill           
Bachelor of Science 
in Education  
Early Childhood 
Education      
Trowell                       Brittany                      Brittany Lynn Trowell              
Bachelor of Science 
in Education  
Early Childhood 
Education      
Waldron             Kimberly                      
Kimberly Michelle 
Waldron           
Bachelor of Science 
in Education  
Early Childhood 
Education      
Willis                        Autumn                        Autumn Dawn Willis                 
Bachelor of Science 
in Education  
Early Childhood 
Education      
Young                         LeeAnn                        LeeAnn Whitney Young               
Bachelor of Science 
in Education  
Early Childhood 
Education      
Cawley                        Catherine                     
Catherine Elaine 
Cawley             
Bachelor of Science 
in Education  
Health and 
Physical 
Education  
East                          Jordan                        Jordan Ashleigh East               
Bachelor of Science 
in Education  
Health and 
Physical 
Education  
Gordon                        Chaya                         Chaya Rochel Gordon                
Bachelor of Science 
in Education  
Health and 
Physical 
Education  
Hightower                     Ashley                       
Ashley Renee 
Hightower              
Bachelor of Science 
in Education  
Health and 
Physical 
Education  
Katz                          Harris                        Harris Irwin Katz                  
Bachelor of Science 
in Education  
Health and 
Physical 
Education  
Moore                         Blake                         Blake Emerson Moore                
Bachelor of Science 
in Education  
Health and 
Physical 
Education  
Neff                          Shannon                       
Shannon Elizabeth 
Linton            
Bachelor of Science 
in Education  
Health and 
Physical 
Education  
Powell                        Kate                          Kate Powell                        
Bachelor of Science 
in Education  
Health and 
Physical 
Education  
Cowart                        Kevin                         Kevin Allen Cowart                 
Bachelor of Science 
in Education  
Middle Grades 
Education        
Crowe                         Steven                        Steven H. Crowe                    
Bachelor of Science 
in Education  
Middle Grades 
Education        
McCaskill                     Tommy                         
Tommy Dewayne 
McCaskill, Sr.        
Bachelor of Science 
in Education  
Middle Grades 
Education        
O'Hagan                     Ashley                        Ashley O'Hagan                     
Bachelor of Science 
in Education  
Middle Grades 
Education        
Siplon                        Elisa                         Elisa Melvin Siplon                
Bachelor of Science 
in Education  
Middle Grades 
Education        
Taylor                        Ashley                        Ashley Miller Taylor               
Bachelor of Science 
in Education  
Middle Grades 
Education        
Frazier                       Tiffany                       Tiffany Nikcole Frazier            
Bachelor of Science 
in Education  Special Education             
Hearon                        Christina                     Christina Marie Hearon             
Bachelor of Science 
in Education  Special Education             
Vosburgh                      Rhonda                        
Rhonda Renee 
Vosburgh               
Bachelor of Science 
in Education  Special Education             
Bush                          Brenda                        Brenda Gilmore Bush                
Bachelor of Science in Medical 
Laboratory Science    
Cannon                        Rhonda                        Rhonda Ann Cannon                  
Bachelor of Science in Medical 
Laboratory Science    
Card                          Lauren                        Lauren E. Card                     
Bachelor of Science in Medical 
Laboratory Science    
Davis                         Nikita                        Nikita Tianna Davis                
Bachelor of Science in Medical 
Laboratory Science    
Dukes                         Kathy                         Kathy Lynn Dukes                   
Bachelor of Science in Medical 
Laboratory Science    
Eusebio                       Alicia                        Alicia Maortua Eusebio             
Bachelor of Science in Medical 
Laboratory Science    
Galletta                      Stacy                         Stacy A. Galletta                  
Bachelor of Science in Medical 
Laboratory Science    
Hansford                    Nicholas                      Nicholas Bo Hansford               
Bachelor of Science in Medical 
Laboratory Science    
Jackson                       Jessica                       Jessica Fatima Jackson             
Bachelor of Science in Medical 
Laboratory Science    
Johnson                       Ja'Mesha                      
Ja'Mesha Rochelle 
Johnson           
Bachelor of Science in Medical 
Laboratory Science    
Johnston                      Jon                        Jon Karl Johnston                  
Bachelor of Science in Medical 
Laboratory Science    
Krupa                         Dorottya                      Dorottya Krupa                     
Bachelor of Science in Medical 
Laboratory Science    
Lindberg                      Erica                         Erica M. Lindberg                  
Bachelor of Science in Medical 
Laboratory Science    
Mainella                      Layla                         Layla B. Mainella                  
Bachelor of Science in Medical 
Laboratory Science    
Mansfield                     Jessica                       Jessica Robin Mansfield            
Bachelor of Science in Medical 
Laboratory Science    
Murphy                        Keith                         Keith D. Murphy                    
Bachelor of Science in Medical 
Laboratory Science    
Nesbitt                       Gary                          Gary Kenneth Nesbitt               
Bachelor of Science in Medical 
Laboratory Science    
Pojorlie                      Stacy                         Stacy Pojorlie                     
Bachelor of Science in Medical 
Laboratory Science    
Pray                          Yasmin                        Yasmin Pray                        
Bachelor of Science in Medical 
Laboratory Science    
Schachter                     Julia                         Julia Schachter                    
Bachelor of Science in Medical 
Laboratory Science    
Shah                          Nipa                          Nipa K. Shah                       
Bachelor of Science in Medical 
Laboratory Science    
Smalls                        Terresha                      Terresha E. Smalls                 
Bachelor of Science in Medical 
Laboratory Science    
Smith                         Courtney             
Courtney Michelle 
Smith             
Bachelor of Science in Medical 
Laboratory Science    
Sutson                        Syeta                         Syeta Cierra Sutson                
Bachelor of Science in Medical 
Laboratory Science    
Ugbo                          Steve                         Steve N. Ugbo                      
Bachelor of Science in Medical 
Laboratory Science    
Wafford                       
Eboni-
Shanielle               
Eboni-Shanielle LaDion 
Wafford      
Bachelor of Science in Medical 
Laboratory Science    
Williamson                    Sharon                        
Sharon Elaine 
Williamson            
Bachelor of Science in Medical 
Laboratory Science    
Alewine                       Catherine                    Catherine J. Alewine               
Bachelor of Science 
in Nursing  
Bailey                        Jessica                       Jessica Carlyle Bailey             
Bachelor of Science 
in Nursing  
Banks                         Marie                  Marie Banks                        
Bachelor of Science 
in Nursing  
Barry                         Katherine                     
Katherine Michelle 
Barry            
Bachelor of Science 
in Nursing  
Battyanyi                     Michelle                      Michelle Lyn Battyanyi             
Bachelor of Science 
in Nursing  
Beers                         Caroline                      Caroline Ann Beers                 
Bachelor of Science 
in Nursing  
Bielefeld                     Joseph                        Joseph Bielefeld                   Bachelor of Science  
in Nursing 
Bogala                        Lakshmi                       Lakshmi Bogala                     
Bachelor of Science 
in Nursing  
Bohannon                      Stacy                         Stacy Lynn Bohannon                
Bachelor of Science 
in Nursing  
Bostick                       LaToria                       LaToria Bostick                    
Bachelor of Science 
in Nursing  
Bright                        Annitta                       
Annitta Lucinda Rene 
Bright         
Bachelor of Science 
in Nursing  
Brown                         Mary                          Mary Kathryn Brown                 
Bachelor of Science 
in Nursing  
Brown                   Meranda                       Meranda Nicole Brown               
Bachelor of Science 
in Nursing  
Broxton                       Gabriel                       
Gabriel Stephen 
Broxton             
Bachelor of Science 
in Nursing  
Burdsal                       Diane                         Diane Lindsey Burdsal              
Bachelor of Science 
in Nursing  
Burns 
Rahmaan                 Stephanie                     
Stephanie Burns 
Rahmaan             
Bachelor of Science 
in Nursing  
Cannady                       Kyle                          Kyle Ashton Cannady                
Bachelor of Science 
in Nursing  
Casteel                       John                          John P. Casteel                    
Bachelor of Science 
in Nursing  
Cavicchia                     Samantha                      Samantha Cavicchia                 
Bachelor of Science 
in Nursing  
Cawley                        Matthew                       
Matthew Dunsmuir 
Cawley             
Bachelor of Science 
in Nursing  
Conell                        Mary                          Mary T. Conell                     
Bachelor of Science 
in Nursing  
Diggs                         Renee                         Renee Andrea Diggs                 
Bachelor of Science 
in Nursing  
Farrior                       Laveda                        Laveda Deounta Farrior             
Bachelor of Science 
in Nursing  
Fehrenbach                    Amanda                        
Amanda Rachelle 
Fehrenbach          
Bachelor of Science 
in Nursing  
Gaither                       Shmika                        Sh'mika Lynell Gaither             
Bachelor of Science 
in Nursing  
Gerard                        Danielle                      Danielle Marie Gerard              
Bachelor of Science 
in Nursing  
Gonzalez                      Laura                         Laura Maria Gonzalez               
Bachelor of Science 
in Nursing  
Harper                        Erin                          Erin Leigh Harper                  
Bachelor of Science 
in Nursing  
Hartman                       Molly                         
Molly Jacqueline 
Hartman            
Bachelor of Science 
in Nursing  
Hendley                       Ashley                        Ashley Marie Hendley               
Bachelor of Science 
in Nursing  
Hill                          LeShandon                     LeShandon Tetquila Hill            
Bachelor of Science 
in Nursing  
Hilliard                      Patricia                      Patricia Ann Hilliard            
Bachelor of Science 
in Nursing  
Horan                         Sara                          Sara L. Horan                      
Bachelor of Science 
in Nursing  
Ioffe                         Tatyana                       Tatyana Yuryevna Ioffe     
Bachelor of Science 
in Nursing  
Johnson                       Adrian                        Adrian Denise Johnson              
Bachelor of Science 
in Nursing  
Johnston                      Laurie                        Laurie J. Johnston                 
Bachelor of Science 
in Nursing  
Jones                         Senora                        Senora Alexis Jones                
Bachelor of Science 
in Nursing  
Jones                         Tiffany                       
Tiffany Renee Jones-
Rogers          
Bachelor of Science 
in Nursing  
Joshua                        Leslie                        Leslie Aletha Joshua               
Bachelor of Science 
in Nursing  
Linton                        Robert                        Robert Lamar Linton III            
Bachelor of Science 
in Nursing  
Lollar                        Heather                       Heather M. Lollar                  
Bachelor of Science 
in Nursing  
Lumpkin                       Sonya                         Sonya Renee Lumpkin                
Bachelor of Science 
in Nursing  
Mcmichael                     Robin                        
Robin Tracy Hart 
McMichael          
Bachelor of Science 
in Nursing  
Mercer                        Matthew                     Matthew Mercer                     
Bachelor of Science 
in Nursing  
Morris                        Jennifer                      Jennifer Morris                    
Bachelor of Science 
in Nursing  
Mott                          Elizabeth             Elizabeth Jean Mott                
Bachelor of Science 
in Nursing  
Muller                        Elizabeth                     
Elizabeth Massey 
Muller             
Bachelor of Science 
in Nursing  
Murray                        Dionnie                       Dionnie L. Murray                  
Bachelor of Science 
in Nursing  
Norton                        Elizabeth                     Elizabeth Atkins Norton            
Bachelor of Science 
in Nursing  
Orock                         Arah                          Arah Tabi Orock                    
Bachelor of Science 
in Nursing  
Outlaw                        Loranne                       Loranne Outlaw                     
Bachelor of Science 
in Nursing  
Paschal                       Kaylin                        Kaylin Paschal                     
Bachelor of Science 
in Nursing  
Patel                         Hitesha                       Hitesha Patel                      
Bachelor of Science 
in Nursing  
Pujala                       Galia                         Galia Pujala                        Bachelor of Science  
in Nursing 
Rigsby                        Elise                         Marie Elise Rigsby                 
Bachelor of Science 
in Nursing  
Rudder                 Ashley                        Ashley Diane Rudder                
Bachelor of Science 
in Nursing  
Samples                       Katey                         
Katey Anderson 
Samples              
Bachelor of Science 
in Nursing  
Sasser                        Jennifer                      Jennifer Anne Sasser               
Bachelor of Science 
in Nursing  
Schaefer                      Fiona                         Fiona Patricia Schaefer            
Bachelor of Science 
in Nursing  
Scott                         Felicia                       Felicia F. Scott                    
Bachelor of Science 
in Nursing  
Spooner                       Jason                         Jason Omar Spooner                 
Bachelor of Science 
in Nursing  
Squires                       Jonna                         Jonna J. Squires                   
Bachelor of Science 
in Nursing  
Taylor                        Shantera                      Shantera Nicole Taylor             
Bachelor of Science 
in Nursing  
Thomas                        Ashley                        Ashley Patrice Thomas              
Bachelor of Science 
in Nursing  
Webb                          Aaron                         Aaron D. Webb                      
Bachelor of Science 
in Nursing  
Westbury                      Katherine                     
Katherine Anne 
Westbury             
Bachelor of Science 
in Nursing  
Bennett                       Jodi                         Jodi Michelle Bennett              
Bachelor of Science 
in Radiologic 
Sciences     
Gehringer                     Daniel                        Daniel L. Gehringer                
Bachelor of Science 
in Radiologic 
Sciences     
Kitchings                     Keely                         
Keely Michelle 
Kitchings            
Bachelor of Science 
in Radiologic 
Sciences     
Palestra                      Brett                         Brett Corey Palestra               
Bachelor of Science 
in Radiologic 
Sciences     
Walker                        Ronald                        Ronald Bernard Walker              
Bachelor of Science 
in Radiologic 
Sciences     
Odom                          Karen                         Karen Ann Odom                     
Master of  Science 
in Nursing   
Bueno                    Tiffany                       Tiffany Marie Bueno                Master of Arts                History                       
Carter                        Toni                          Toni Alexis Carter                 Master of Arts                History                       
Hendrick                      Patricia                      Patricia Marie Hendrick            Master of Arts                History                       
Moore                         Susan                  Susan Stone Moore                  Master of Arts                History                       
O'Neal                        Kathryn                       Kathryn Leigh O'Neal               Master of Arts                History                       
Roberts                       Tanika                        Tanika LaShell Roberts             Master of Arts                History                       
Sherman                       Craig                         Craig Arthur Sherman               Master of Arts                History                       
Silverman                     Allison                       Allison Leigh Silverman            Master of Arts                History                       
Duque                         Francisco                     Francisco J. Duque                 Master of Arts                
Liberal and 
Professional 
Studies   
Baker                         Alena                         Alena Harrell Baker                
Master of Arts in 
Teaching     
Early Childhood 
Education  
Black                         Zuleika                       Zuleika Faye Black                 
Master of Arts in 
Teaching     
Early Childhood 
Education  
Buff                          Donita                        
Donita Marie Huskins 
Buff           
Master of Arts in 
Teaching     
Early Childhood 
Education  
Carter                        Amanda                        Amanda M. Carter                   
Master of Arts in 
Teaching     
Early Childhood 
Education  
Clark                         Telisa                        Telisa Ieshia Clark                
Master of Arts in 
Teaching     
Early Childhood 
Education  
Fletcher                      Jamie                         Jamie Fletcher                     
Master of Arts in 
Teaching     
Early Childhood 
Education  
Fog                           Caren                         Caren Melissa Fog                  
Master of Arts in 
Teaching     
Early Childhood 
Education  
Habeck                        Nicole                        
Nicole Catherine 
Habeck             
Master of Arts in 
Teaching     
Early Childhood 
Education  
Johnson                       Kathie                        
Kathie DeLoach 
Johnson              
Master of Arts in 
Teaching     
Early Childhood 
Education  
Kuharik                       Amy                           Amy S Kuharik                      
Master of Arts in 
Teaching     
Early Childhood 
Education  
Lanier                        Glenda                        Glenda Christine Lanier            
Master of Arts in 
Teaching     
Early Childhood 
Education  
Morris                        Sandra                        Janell H. Morris                   
Master of Arts in 
Teaching     
Early Childhood 
Education  
Newman          Kathryn                       Kathryn Hulst Newman               
Master of Arts in 
Teaching     
Early Childhood 
Education  
O'Neal                        Jennifer                      Jennifer Hayes O'Neal              
Master of Arts in 
Teaching     
Early Childhood 
Education  
Oswald                        Laura                         Laura Kate Oswald                  
Master of Arts in 
Teaching     
Early Childhood 
Education  
Parsaei                       Ramona                    Ramona Parsaei                     
Master of Arts in 
Teaching     
Early Childhood 
Education  
Roelle                        Sarah                         Sarah Roelle                       
Master of Arts in 
Teaching     
Early Childhood 
Education  
Searing                       Casey                         Casey Nicole Searing               
Master of Arts in 
Teaching     
Early Childhood 
Education  
Taft                          Megan                         Megan Madray Taft                  
Master of Arts in 
Teaching     
Early Childhood 
Education  
Tvrdy                         Kerryn                        Kerryn Elizabeth Tvrdy             Master of Arts in Early Childhood 
Teaching     Education  
Washington                    Freda                       
Freda Thomas 
Washington             
Master of Arts in 
Teaching     
Early Childhood 
Education  
Barrett                       Michael                       Michael Ryan Barrett               
Master of Arts in 
Teaching     
Middle Grades 
Education    
Boaen                         Brad                          Brad Wesley Boaen                  
Master of Arts in 
Teaching     
Middle Grades 
Education    
Bryan                         Jenine                        Jenine O. Bryan                    
Master of Arts in 
Teaching     
Middle Grades 
Education    
Chiodi                        Nicole                        
Nicole Alexandra 
Chiodi             
Master of Arts in 
Teaching     
Middle Grades 
Education    
Croom                  Susan                         Susan Croom Plummer                
Master of Arts in 
Teaching     
Middle Grades 
Education    
Ford                          Amy                           Amy Edmondson Ford                 
Master of Arts in 
Teaching     
Middle Grades 
Education    
Gill                          Krystal                       Krystal Lynn Gill                  
Master of Arts in 
Teaching     
Middle Grades 
Education    
Hubbard                       Katherine                     
Katherine Kelly 
Hubbard             
Master of Arts in 
Teaching     
Middle Grades 
Education    
Love                          Nicole                        Nicole L. Love                     
Master of Arts in 
Teaching     
Middle Grades 
Education    
Rogers                        Jacqueline                    
Jacqueline Renee 
Rogers             
Master of Arts in 
Teaching     
Middle Grades 
Education    
Vaigneur                      Brock                         Brock Hartley Vaigneur             
Master of Arts in 
Teaching     
Middle Grades 
Education    
Watford                       Kimberly                      
Kimberly Fulton 
Watford             
Master of Arts in 
Teaching     
Middle Grades 
Education    
Wright                        Alicia                        Alicia Lashon Wright               
Master of Arts in 
Teaching     
Middle Grades 
Education    
Aeger                         Ashley                        Ashley Elizabeth Aeger             
Master of Arts in 
Teaching     Special Education             
Argrow 
Cummings               Catherine                     
Catherine Denise 
Argrow Cummings    
Master of Arts in 
Teaching     Special Education             
Callahan                      Kim                          Kim Bennett Callahan               
Master of Arts in 
Teaching     Special Education             
Gaskin                        Debbie                        Debbie Lee F. Gaskin               
Master of Arts in 
Teaching     Special Education             
Joseph                        Jeanne                        Jeanne Marie Joseph                
Master of Arts in 
Teaching     Special Education             
Russell                       Tyminda                       Tyminda Russell                    
Master of Arts in 
Teaching     Special Education             
Russo-
Sprouls                 Barbara                       Barbara Russo-Sprouls              
Master of Arts in 
Teaching     Special Education             
Seabrook                      Nettie                        Nettie Lynn Seabrook               
Master of Arts in 
Teaching     Special Education             
Stokes                        Wanda                         Wanda Stokes                       
Master of Arts in 
Teaching     Special Education             
Whitlock                      Emily                         Emily Brown Whitlock               
Master of Arts in 
Teaching     Special Education             
Johnson                       Veronica                      
Veronica Toscano 
Johnson            
Master of 
Education           
Curriculum and 
Instruction       
Williamson                    Shallon                       
Shallon TePring 
Williamson Mims     
Master of 
Education           
Curriculum and 
Instruction       
Acker                         Tyrone                        Tyrone Avery Acker                 
Master of 
Education            
Adult Education 
and Community 
Leadership 
Bagby                         Brooks                        Brooks Loreal Bagby                
Master of 
Education            
Adult Education 
and Community 
Leadership 
Bass                          Jan                           Jan Louise Bass                    
Master of 
Education            
Adult Education 
and Community 
Leadership 
Dumas                         Lauren                        Lauren Atalie Dumas                
Master of 
Education            
Adult Education 
and Community 
Leadership 
Gilmour                       Jennifer                      Jennifer Lee Gilmour               
Master of 
Education            
Adult Education 
and Community 
Leadership 
Kaighin                       Sandra                        Sandra Rebecca Kaighin             
Master of 
Education            
Adult Education 
and Community 
Leadership 
Masterson                     Shawna                        Shawna R Masterson                 
Master of 
Education            
Adult Education 
and Community 
Leadership 
Mincey                        Patricia                      Patricia Barrow Mincey             
Master of 
Education            
Adult Education 
and Community 
Leadership 
Turner                        Joni Mia                      Joni Mia Turner                    
Master of 
Education            
Adult Education 
and Community 
Leadership 
Brown                         Brenda                        Brenda Ann Brown                   
Master of 
Education            
Early Childhood 
Education      
Brown                         Timothy                       Timothy Eugene Brown              
Master of 
Education            
Early Childhood 
Education      
Clifton                       Paula                         Paula Renee' Clifton               
Master of 
Education            
Early Childhood 
Education      
Connelly                      Torey                         Torey Nesbit Connelly              
Master of 
Education            
Early Childhood 
Education      
Flanagan                      Katherine                     Katherine M. Flanagan              
Master of 
Education            
Early Childhood 
Education      
Reynolds                      Maegan                        Maegan D. Reynolds                 
Master of 
Education            
Early Childhood 
Education      
Ward                          Donna                       Donna Sue Ward                     
Master of 
Education            
Early Childhood 
Education      
Morgera                       Jennifer                      Jennifer L. Morgera                
Master of 
Education            Special Education        
Brown                         Kevin                         Kevin Clayton Brown                
Master of Health 
Services 
Administration    
Gentry                        Gwendolyn                     
Gwendolyn M. Brown 
Gentry           
Master of Health 
Services 
Administration    
Graham                        Sammy                         Sammy Joe Graham                   
Master of Health 
Services 
Administration    
Patel                         Mona                          Mona K. Patel                      
Master of Health 
Services 
Administration    
Whitfield                     Candace                       
Candace Francis 
Whitfield           
Master of Health 
Services 
Administration    
Brahmbhatt                    Ronak                        Ronak K Brahmbhatt                 
Master of Public 
Health         
Fortson                       Brooke                        Brooke Fortson                     
Master of Public 
Health         
Loury                         Ashley                        Ashley Danielle Loury              Master of Science             Criminal Justice              
Stockslager                   Catherine                     
Catherine Arienne 
Stockslager       Master of Science             Criminal Justice              
Buracheuski Yauheni Yauheni S. Buracheuski 
Master of Science 
in Computer 
Science        
Dickey                        David                         David Bradford Dickey              
Master of Science 
in Computer 
Science        
Natt                          Jasdeep                       Jasdeep Kaur Natt                  
Master of Science 
in Computer 
Science        
Page                          Benjamin                      Benjamin Joseph Page               
Master of Science 
in Computer 
Science        
 
